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OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

FLORIDA NEW MOTOR VEHICLE ARBITRATION BOARD 
 

QUARTERLY CASE SUMMARIES 

October 2011 - December 2011 (4th Quarter) 

 

 

JURISDICTION: 

  

 Motor Vehicle §681.102(15), F.S. 

  

Rogen v. Jaguar Cars, 2011-0090/FTL (Fla. NMVAB November 15, 2011) 

The Consumer was residing in Florida at the time he called Heritage Jaguar, a New York 

automobile dealer from which he had previously leased or purchased other vehicles.  According 

to the purchase order, his 2008 Jaguar XJ8L was ordered on May 15, 2009, and the Consumer 

picked up the vehicle at Heritage Jaguar on May 21, 2009, and started his summer vacation. He 

paid Florida sales tax, and the vehicle was issued a Florida registration on June 12, 2009.  On the 

May 21, 2009, credit application he filled out to purchase the vehicle, the Consumer listed his 

address as 120 East 36 Street, New York, NY 10016.  At hearing, the Manufacturer asserted the 

vehicle was not a “motor vehicle” as defined in Florida’s Lemon Law (§681.102(14), FS), 

because it was not sold in Florida.  The Board concluded the evidence established that the sale of 

the vehicle took place in the State of New York; therefore, the vehicle was not a “motor vehicle,” 

and the Consumer’s case was dismissed. 

 

NONCONFORMITY 681.102(16), F.S.. (2005) 

 

Bailey v. General Motors Company-Chevrolet Division, 2011-0231/TPA (Fla. NMVAB 

November 28, 2011) 

The Consumers complained of an exhaust system odor in their 2009 Chevrolet Cobalt.  The 

exhaust system emitted a sulfur or rotten egg odor which was evident from both inside and 

outside the vehicle.  On one occasion, the Consumers were stopped by a Deputy Sheriff and told 

to do something about the exhaust odor.  Every time the vehicle was brought in for repair, the 

Consumers were told that there were no repairs and that they should use a “better” brand of 

gasoline.  The service department repeatedly told the Consumers they were not driving the 

vehicle far enough to get rid of the exhaust odor.  The Consumers testified that they did drive the 

vehicle as far as New Port Richey and they had used the other brands of gasoline on occasion, 

but did not notice any difference in the odor.  The owner’s manual states the recommended fuel 

is 87 octane, and no instruction to use “better” fuel is provided.  The Manufacturer asserted that 

the alleged nonconformity did not substantially impair the use, value or safety of the vehicle. The 

Manufacturer’s witness verified the presence of a pungent odor.  A GM Technical Service 

Bulletin (TSB) advised that the brand of gas be changed and the Consumers were so advised. 

There was nothing more the Manufacturer’s service agent could do as “replacement of the 

catalytic converter is not an appropriate repair.”  The Board found the evidence sufficient to 
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establish that the exhaust system odor substantially impaired the use and value of the vehicle, 

thereby constituting one or more nonconformities as defined by the statute.  Accordingly, the 

Consumers were awarded a refund. 

 

 

REASONABLE NUMBER OF ATTEMPTS §681.104, F.S.: 

 

 What Constitutes a Reasonable Number of Attempts §681.104, F.S.; §681.1095(8), 

F.S. 

 

Shadimehr v. Toyota Motor Sales USA, Inc., 2011-0236/WPB (Fla. NMVAB December 12, 

2011) 

The Consumer’s 2010 Toyota Tundra had defective paint on the entire vehicle that substantially 

impaired its use, value or safety.  The Consumer testified that one year after he took delivery of 

the vehicle, he started seeing shadows on the hood and then defects in the paint became obvious 

on other parts of the vehicle as well.  The Consumer acknowledged the Manufacturer offered to 

repaint the vehicle, but he did not permit the repaint because he believed a repainted vehicle 

would have a decreased value.  The evidence established that the defective paint substantially 

impaired the value of the vehicle, thereby constituting a nonconformity as defined by the statute 

and the applicable rule.  The Board found, however, that the Manufacturer did not have a 

reasonable number of attempts to correct the nonconformity, because the Consumer refused to 

allow the repaint.  Accordingly, the Consumer’s case was dismissed. 

 

MANUFACTURER AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES §681.104(4), F.S. 

 

 Defect does not substantially impair use, value or safety of vehicle §681.104(4)(a), 

F.S. 

 

Mendoza v. Chrysler Group LLC, 2011-0175/WPB (Fla. NMVAB November 15, 2011) 

The Consumers complained of a vibration when the brake pedal was released “a little” in their 

2010 Chrysler 300.  The Consumer testified she felt the vibration when she was at idle and she 

took her foot “slightly” off the brake pedal no matter whether the transmission gear was in drive, 

reverse, or neutral.  The Manufacturer asserted the alleged nonconformity did not substantially 

impair the use, value or safety of the motor vehicle. The manufacturer’s representative testified 

that what the Consumer described was a “normal characteristic” of the vehicle. He explained that 

in order to save fuel, when the brake was released a little and the vehicle started to move, the 

torque converter idled low, and because the RPMs were not high enough to have a seamless 

transition, a slight stutter occurred. According to the representative, the stutter feeling was normal 

for this vehicle and was not a defect.  During the hearing, the Board inspected and test drove the 

vehicle.  The vehicle was test driven for one mile with numerous stop and slow start maneuvers; 

the test drive was without incident.  The Board found that the evidence failed to establish that the 

brake pedal vibration complained of by the Consumers substantially impaired the use, value or 

safety of the vehicle so as to constitute one or more nonconformities as defined by the statute. 

Accordingly, the case was dismissed.  
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REFUND §681.104(2)(a)(b), F.S.: 

 

Incidental Charges §681.102(8), F.S. 

 

Alarcon v. Volkswagen/Audi of America Inc., 2011-0198/MIA (Fla. NMVAB November 7, 2011) 

The Consumer’s 2010 Audi A4 was deemed a “lemon” by the Board.  The Consumer requested 

reimbursement of $149.80 for the independent inspection conducted by Vertex Auto and $320.00 

for the professional interpreter who translated at the hearing, as incidental charges.  The Board 

granted both requests. 

 

 

Net Trade-in Allowance §681.102(19), F.S. 

 

Aponte-Rosario v. Mercedes-Benz USA, Inc., 2011-0202/MIA (Fla. NMVAB November 14, 

2011) 

The Consumer’s 2011 Mercedes-Benz ML350 was deemed a “lemon” by the Board.  At the time 

of purchase, the Consumer paid $4,000.00 in cash and traded in a used 2010 Mercedes-Benz 

C350 motor vehicle encumbered by debt in the amount of $29,808.40, for which a gross 

allowance of $30,000.00 was assigned, resulting in a net trade-in allowance of $191.60, according 

to the purchase contract.  The net trade-in allowance reflected in the purchase contract was not 

acceptable to the Consumer.  Contrary to Section 681.102(19), Florida Statutes, the Manufacturer 

failed to produce the NADA Official Used Car Guide (Southeastern Edition) (NADA Guide) in 

effect at the time of the trade-in.  At the hearing, the Manufacturer’s attorney stated the NADA 

was not provided, because the trade-in vehicle was not listed in the Guide for November 2010. 

The Consumer requested and obtained a valuation from the NADA.  According to the NADA 

information, the trade-in vehicle had a base retail price of $37,675.00.  Adjustment for mileage 

and accessories as testified to by the Consumer and/or reflected in the file documents, resulted in 

a total retail price of $38,800.00.  Deduction of the debt resulted in a net trade-in allowance of 

$8,991.60.  The Manufacturer objected and requested that the net trade-in allowance in the sales 

contract be applied to the refund calculation.  The Manufacturer’s objection was denied by the 

Board which used the NADA figures provided by the Consumer. 

 


